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Seven erotic and curvaceous tales. Three naughty wishes, a blood red cape, a missing sparkly

pump, a beastly bargain, a deep slumber, forbidden deadly fruit, and a trip down an erotic rabbit

hole.Three Wishes:Jazz is sick of men making decisions with her life when a gift from her future

groom, gives her the key to freedom with just three wishes. Red:Red is in a land torn by two

cultures, a trip through the woods brings her right into the enemy's grasp and she's looking good

enough to eat. Ashes:Ashland has been browbeaten by her evil stepmother and stepsisters for far

too long, and a cruel joke backfires when the "Prince" only has eyes for her. Bonita: Bo is snatched

in the middle of the night by a man seeking her father's help to cure his beastly curse, and she is the

pawn. Slumber: A family curse has finally extended its sinister grip on an unsuspecting Ro, and Flip

must learn that it'll take more than modern medicine to bring the curvaceous beauty out of her deep

sleep.Yuki Shiro: Yuki is being hunted through the mountains of Japan, but instead of taking her

heart, the huntsman just might steal it. Wanderlust:Aliyah craves more from her dull life and one

night in a private club, opens up a world of decadent pleasures she didn't even know existed. From

the author of the bestselling Damaged Souls Series, is a diverse mix of heroes and curvy beauties,

spanning centuries and across countries. Your favorite childhood fairy talesâ€¦all grown up.This book

contains explicit sexual content and is not suitable for anyone under 18. Light BDSM play.***FREE

EBOOK DOWNLOAD INSIDE***
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Boy o boy this was HOT HOT HOT. I wished the author warned me not to read this book while at

work because let me tell you no work was completed while reading this book and I HAD TO work.

So I put my Kindle down finished up work and rushed home to partake in adult activities but reality

set in that I'm single and no one is waiting for me so I went back to reading the book and day

dreaming about the situations in the book and the wonderful heroic men lol.Curvy Ever After:

Forbidden Curvy Girl Fairy Tales is a book made up of seven popular children stories remade for

the sexy, naughty, and adventurous adult. What I like about this rendition is that all couplings depict

real people. The characters are interracial/multicultural, the heroines are curvy, have a little pooch

for a stomach or stretch marks, and the heroes are commanding yet gentle.The language in Curvy

Ever After: Forbidden Curvy Girl Fairy Tales reflect the 21st century. Characters have dirty thirty

birthday parties, can navigate their way through Instagram, and hold prominent positions like

designers & neurosurgeon. And, if you're wondering about the sex don't fret because there's

something for everyone in these stories. Sexual proclivities range from romantic, rough, to D/s &

mÃ©nage. Pick your poison.I really appreciate Twyla Turner vision and imaginative stand on these

fairy tales. There were a couple of stories that took me awhile to figure out due to execution but

common phrasings helped. I liked all the stories for one reason or another but my favorite was

Ashes, an interpretation on Cinderella.If you like modern day fairy tales with a twist then one-click

Curvy Ever After: Forbidden Curvy Girl Fairy Tales now.
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